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Abstract
In this paper we describe the RERAL compiler. RERAL is a Rule-based Event-driven Routing
Algorithm Language. It is intended for the conﬁguration of a router for regular networks, as found in
parallel computers or computer clusters. The language combines predicate-logic-derived functional
expressions with Petri-net-based asynchronity. The high performance requirements (a routing
decision should take no more than few nanoseconds) imply sophisticated optimization methods in
the compiler, in particular, ﬂattening the program hierarchy, unrolling loops and mapping high-level
program fragments to available application-speciﬁc hardware units.
We also point out a new application area of the concept, namely the management of a memory
interface in a system-on-chip for increased bandwidth utilization.
Keywords: High-level Hardware Modelling, Application-Speciﬁc Programming Language,
Rule-base Compiler
1 Introduction
Many components of computer or embedded systems use a combination of
ﬁxed hardware, processing units, and conﬁgurable hardware. For the latter a
wide variety of conﬁguration methods are known, but most of them require a
detailed understanding of the architecture, tool issues and hardware-related
aspects such as timing and resource constraints. When the system has to be
programmed by experts, the complexity of this task is acceptable. However, a
higher abstraction layer is desirable to allow the eﬃcient use of programmable
hardware structures by a non-expert and to make the expert more productive.
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In this paper we introduce a rule-based language and its tool environ-
ment that were created to describe routing algorithms for the conﬁguration
of interconnection networks in parallel computers or computer clusters. A
second application, which turned out to be of interest more recently, is the
medium-term control of memory-interface usage in Systems-On-Chip (SoC).
Both applications have in common that
• several aspects of the application domain are combined,
• the inputs are formed by an inﬁnite series of unrelated external events (such
as the arrival of a message or a cache miss in an on-chip CPU), and
• there is some freedom in the reaction of the programmable component.
All these properties are reﬂected in the language RERAL (Rule-based Event-
driven Routing-Algorithm Language). As the name suggests, it combines the
aspects of event-triggered parallel evaluation with the descriptive power of
rule-based expressions. Through the use of a compilation tool, a program can
be transformed in such a way that it can be applied to a VLSI-implementable
rule-evaluation engine which performs a complex algorithmic operation in few
clock cycles. In particular, a hierarchically described routing decision is ﬂat-
tened such that it can be stored in a small on-chip memory, and individual
evaluation requires only one access to this memory thanks to sophisticated
address generation.
In this paper we present ﬁrst the background for the two application areas
(Section 3), with emphasis on routing algorithms. In particular we motivate
the modular characteristic of the language and the necessary aspects of paral-
lelism and functional complexity. The target architecture is only sketched so
as to leave more room for the introduction of the language (Section 4) and the
discussion of the compilation process (Section 5). Speciﬁcally, we demonstrate
how a uniﬁcation-based method can be used to extract speciﬁc functionalities
for hardware building blocks in the rule-evaluation engine. If this functional-
ity is spread over several rules in the user program, it has to be detected by
the compiler to maintain hardware independence.
2 Related Work
The related disciplines are wide-spread; rule-based systems are typically used
in the software world. However, to describe a specialized hardware system,
only low-level descriptions with similarity to rule bases are in use. We have
been told that the tool ‘specializer’ as described in [15] is able to perform
many of the tasks the compiler presented here does. We did not verify this,
like to point out that our compiler performs numerous hardware-speciﬁc op-
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erations that probably are not covered by a general-purpose tool. An example
is the generation of the addressing logic for higher-dimensional arrays without
multiplication [9].
Generating the scanner and parser from a given grammar automatically is
a well-established technique, and we used Eli [13] for this purpose. For the im-
plementation of the compiler we used the interpreter Hugs for the functional
programming language Haskell [16]. The pattern matching features of the
language, the rich set of functions for dealing with complex data structures
including the automated memory handling provide a framework in which the
required transformations in the compiler can be described on a high abstrac-
tion level.
The proprietary description language of state machines used in the soft-
ware suite Log/iC has some similarity with very basic rules. Neonetworks an-
nounced a chip called StreamProcessor for networking applications that was
claimed to exploit parallelism on a “supercomputer scale” and had a building
block called “rule processor”. However, information on this technology has
been conﬁdential, and the company has since gone out of business.
With respect to routing in parallel computer networks, Summerville et
al. present an architecture for a bit-pattern-associative router in [18]. They de-
scribe their routing algorithms in a pseudo-language that is very similar to the
basic pattern used in RERAL. The target hardware uses a pattern-matching
circuit array which is similar to a ternary CAM (Content addressable Mem-
ory). As there are neither dedicated arithmetic circuits nor other specialized
components in the proposed routing engine, only simple routing algorithms
can be carried out without a huge increase in the association circuitry.
In the domain of Internet Protocol (IP)-based networks, rules for routing
are popular because of the hierarchical organization of IP addressing. Conse-
quently, there are many architectures that process rules, that combine range
checks and preﬁx matching in IP addresses, together with range checks on the
port number. An example is [19]. Because a parallel check is performed, the
hardware eﬀort scales with the number of permitted rules. Memory-oriented
variants are also in use, e.g. [17]. IP-based routing requires the option to
change the rule set dynamically, thus the mapping of the rule set deﬁned
on a high abstraction level to the representation in the hardware has to be
computable very eﬃciently.
All these methods impose strong limitations on the structure of the rules,
in particular they restrict the type of operations that can be applied to the
variant inputs. Furthermore, only one rule set is considered for the reaction
to one type of event. The reactions of the rules are very simple, such as a
drop/non-drop decision in a ﬁre wall. These limitations inhibit the implemen-
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tation of advanced algorithms like the ones that will be introduced in the next
section.
3 Area of Application
As pointed out in Section 1, we are considering two areas of applications: the
routing in regular networks and the management of memory-access bandwidth
in a SoC, such as a network processor.
Regular networks use a topology with a high regularity, e.g. a mesh or a
hypercube. They are an important part of parallel computers, in particular
PC clusters. The regularity allows the use of advanced routing algorithms
that
• allow scaling the network size, with nearly constant hardware cost in the
routers,
• adapt the path for a data item through a network dynamically, depending
on link or router load (adaptivity), and
• route around failed routers or links dynamically (fault tolerance).
A good coverage of these routing algorithms and the basic architecture for
routers for this class of networks is given in [10]. For our purpose it is suﬃcient
to know that the network consists of links and routers (Figure 1) and that the
data injected at the routers is transported in messages to other routers via the
links until these messages reach a destination where they leave the network.
The routers are identiﬁed by an address, and the messages have a header
containing the destination router’s address. There is a protocol, called link-
level ﬂow control, that ensures lossless transmission of data from one router
to the next.
Routing algorithms react to several distinct types of external events: the
arrival of a new message, the notiﬁcation by the link-level ﬂow control of a
changed load situation on an attached link or neighboring router, the no-
tiﬁcation of the failure of a network component, or the completion of the
transmission of a message, which releases a resource for the next message.
Routing algorithms typically cover several more or less independent as-
pects. Two aspects, deadlock and livelock avoidance, ensure that a message
is transported to its destination in ﬁnite time. While a deadlock results in
an inﬁnitely long waiting time of messages within the routers because their
further routing depends cyclically on each other, a livelock situation occurs
when one or several messages move continuously through the network with-
out ever reaching their target. For this reason, livelock avoidance speciﬁcally
includes the knowledge of the network topology, in particular the capability
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Fig. 1. A mesh network, the topology for NARA.
of the routers to determine a path to the destination for a given router ad-
dress. Moreover, routing algorithms contain a local scheduling that decides
which message is preferred in a resource conﬂict such as link usage. Two other
aspects of importance are related to the avoidance of overloaded and broken
routers or links, if this is possible. They are a combination of the collection and
distribution process of relevant information and the application when routing
an individual message.
The routing algorithm NARA (New Adaptive Routing Algorithm, [5]) is
used as an example. It is intended for two-dimensional meshes as the one
shown in Figure 1 where the address of a router is a coordinate pair (x, y) in
an integer-addressed rectangle. To avoid livelocks, paths of minimal length are
preferred, i.e. a message is routed such that it gets closer to the destination
if this is possible.
Deadlock avoidance is based on the so-called turn model [14]. NARA dis-
tinguishes messages according to the diﬀerence in the Y-direction such that
all messages whose destination has a smaller Y-coordinate than the source
(for example a message sent from A to B) are handled separately from those
with increasing Y-coordinates, e.g. C to D. For those messages with increasing
Y-coordinates, the restriction is imposed that the message may not change its
direction after it has used a link with increasing Y-coordinate. For the other
messages, the same restriction applies symmetrically. A path of a message for
this case is shown in the ﬁgure, the only downward part leads directly to the
destination node. Furthermore, NARA applies an age-based local scheduling
strategy that counts the events if a message loses arbitration to another mes-
sage when competing for a free link. Finally, NARA contains a method for
adaptivity that consists of summing up the buﬀer ﬁll levels in a router and
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ON in message(indir,vc,dx,dy) -- a message has arrived
-- if all channels are in use
IF FORALL j IN deadlock free(indir,vc,dx,dy): out chan(j,vc)<>free
THEN out set(indir,vc)<-deadlock free(indir,vc,dx,dy);
-- if any of the minimal paths is free
IF EXISTS i IN minimal(dx,dy): out chan(i,vc)=free AND
(FORALL j IN minimal(dx,dy): out chan(j,vc)=free AND
mean queue(vc,i)<=mean queue(vc,j))
THEN !send(vc,vc,indir,i),
out queue(vc,i)<-message length(vc,indir);
-- if some channels are free but not the minimal ones
IF EXISTS i IN deadlock free(indir,vc,dx,dy)\minimal(dx,dy):
out chan(i,vc)=free AND
(FORALL j IN deadlock free(indir,vc,dx,dy)\minimal(dx,dy):
(mean queue(vc,i)>=mean queue(vc,j)))
THEN !send(vc,vc,indir,i),
out queue(vc,i)<-message length(vc,indir);
END in message
Fig. 2. RERAL implementation of the main rule base of NARA, deadlock free and minimal are
sub-bases.
transporting this information to neighboring routers. If a message arrives, it is
checked whether any of the allowed links is available with respect to deadlock
avoidance.
Clearly, this algorithm is complex and its description is preferably done in
a high-level language. This language should allow the use of basic data types
(integers, Booleans, and arrays of them), with appropriate operations (addi-
tion, comparisons, logical operations, etc.), and, most importantly, also allows
individual aspects such as deadlock-avoidance algorithm to be described sep-
arately from adaptivity or the topological properties of the network. Aspects
such as variables, and the notion of events (“whenever a message arrives, do
the following”) are also crucial. Finally, the high performance requirements
must be reﬂected in the language allowing a high parallelism. Most of the
events can be handled concurrently, but at certain points an atomic behavior
needs to be guaranteed, for instance when a shared resource is assigned, e.g. a
link to a message.
Furthermore, the hardware for executing the routing algorithm has to pro-
vide the resources for storing a structured state (variables, arrays, etc.) and
for performing the algorithm on arriving events accordingly. The algorith-
mic step involves the selection of the appropriate rules, including evaluating
arithmetic expressions on the parameters (for instance the destination node
address). The result is the modiﬁcation of state variables, the generation of
commands to the data-transport part of the router, and in some cases the gen-
eration of new events for further actions. To achieve the performance goals,
we have developed an architecture for a routing engine that combines con-
ﬁgurable, problem-speciﬁc components for arithmetic expressions in premises
and conclusions of the rules. An example is the circuit for fault tolerance
based on ﬁnite ordered sets [8]. The logical skeleton of the rules is mapped
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to a look-up table. To keep the table compact, we have developed a set of
compression methods that exploit regularity and symmetry in the algorithmic
structure. Some of these methods can proﬁt from ambiguities in the algo-
rithm; in NARA for example such an undeﬁned situation exists for messages
that stay on the same Y-coordinate level (e.g. A to C): It does not matter
into which class of messages they are assigned by an implementation.
A second area for applying the hardware-based evaluation of rule bases
is the management of a memory interface in a SoC [12], such as a network
processor. In a structure such as that of [11], several components (network in-
terfaces, processor cores, coprocessors, extension interfaces) share a common
memory interface. Because of the high pin number required for interfacing
memories, bandwidth on this interface is typically a valuable resource. There-
fore, optimizing its use can help to build a cheaper system or to achieve better
performance at the same cost. However, the components have very diﬀer-
ent access characteristics; compare, for instance, the sporadic memory-access
pattern with a ﬁxed line size from a data cache and the ﬁxed pattern of a
tree search engine for IP header classiﬁcation. Some of the accesses have a
temporal elasticity, for instance the ﬂushing of dirty data cache lines can some-
times be done in advance, i.e. before the cache line is reused and ﬂushing is
enforced. Another example is a network interface that typically contains a
buﬀer. Depending on the current and future pressure on the memory inter-
face, the point in time for data transport between this on-chip memory and
the oﬀ-chip memory through the interface in question can be varied. The
management algorithm for this task has to take the performance goals of the
application and the utilization of the various components (processors, copro-
cessors) into account. The reaction in a given over- or underload situation
has to be translated into the reactive capabilities of the individual requester
components without degrading the situation for upcoming cycles. Because of
the similarity of this management problem with the routing algorithms, we
believe that the concept of a rule-based language, combined with the optimiz-
ing compiler and an application-tailored rule-evaluation engine, can also be
applied. Of course, intensive studies including system simulations will have to
be carried out to prove this.
4 RERAL
The language itself and its usage to deﬁne routing algorithms are given in [6].
The central building block of the language is a rule that consists of a condition
(premise) and a list of commands (conclusion). A set of rules forms a rule base
or a subbase. In general, subbases are functions returning a value to the caller.
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Exploiting side eﬀects, they become a powerful way of describing subroutines
and shaping the code clearly. In contrast to traditional programming lan-
guages such as C/C++ and MODULA-2, all rules of a rule base are executed
in parallel. The conditions are evaluated with respect to the global state at a
rule-base call, and the commands belonging to the conclusions executed alter
the global state also in parallel.
Here, we brieﬂy state the main syntactical components of RERAL, using
a routing-algorithm implementation as example.
Constant Deﬁnition
CONSTANT LinkIndex := 0..5;
Constants are declared by ﬁnite sets of numbers, symbols or constant sets.
Here, the constant LinkIndex consists of six numbers {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. These
sets are used like types and constitute a high abstraction of hardware details.
Variable Deﬁnition
VARIABLE Linkload(LinkIndex) IN 0..63;
The variable LinkLoad is an array of numbers where each number is in
the range of 0..63. Its size and indices are given by the constant set in
parentheses. All variables have a ﬁnite (usually small) domain that is given
by a set literal or a constant.
Rule-Base Declaration
DEFER SUBBASE TorusMinimalXDim(Xdest,Ydest)
This kind of declaration predeﬁnes a subbase that has two parameters.
Subbases are one form of rule bases. They are the main structuring element
and either deﬁne a function or work as subactions having side eﬀects. The
declaration is not necessary, but improves readability.
Subbase Deﬁnition
SUBBASE opp(vc) ... END opp
This declaration embeds the subbase. The dots replace a set of independent
rules whose notion contains a high degree of parallelism. Every relevant case
has to be covered by at least one rule (completeness).
Triggered Rule-Base Deﬁnition
ON In message(Dir , Chan) ... END In message
This rule base has to be executed exactly once for each occurring event
bound to it. As rule bases describe only functions, time and sequence are
expressed separately by the notion of events.
Rule
IF vc=south THEN opp ← north;
This construct is the core idea of the rulebased language. It can be viewed
as a guarded command. One rule represents one case of the algorithm. A
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rule base is some kind of case distinction where every rule covers at least
one case. It is expressed by a predicate logic expression. In this case the
action is the presentation of the function result. In addition to Boolean
operators and arithmetic expressions subbases can be used.
Quantiﬁer Expressions in Premise
EXISTS p IN {0, 1, 2, 3}: OutChannelUsage(dir , p) = FREE
FORALL p IN {0, 1, 2, 3}: OutChannelUsage(dir , p) = FREE
Both expressions are a sort of loop used in conventional languages but they
avoid the sequentiality of conventional loops. The EXISTS expression is a
short form for as many rules as the number of elements of the ﬁnite set. Here,
the variable p may be reused in the conclusion. In contrast to the EXISTS
expression, the FORALL expression is not a short form for multiple rules
but for a sequence of AND expressions in the same premise. This variable
cannot be reused in the conclusion but it is possible to establish the same
loop in the conclusion as well, see below. Both expression introduce some
kind of local name space.
Event Generation (Conclusion)
!InternalSwitch(fromDir, fromChan, SOUTH, DetNetChan);
Asynchronous control of the hardware is accomplished by generating an
event. Events can also be used to cascade several rule interpretations to
generate a ﬁnal result.
Variable Assignment (Conclusion)
OutLinkUsage(ToDir) ←− OutLinkUsage(ToDir) -1
Rule execution is atomic, i.e. if a variable is checked in the premise and
changed in the conclusion, parallel execution of two rule bases has to be
performed on the same system state.
FORALL-Quantiﬁer in Conclusion
FORALL j IN all directions: !send info(info,j,total load)
The conclusion can contain several commands that are executed concur-
rently. The same applies for “loops” which can be nested.
Overall the language eliminates as many sequential dependencies as pos-
sible. Note that the application of a subbase in a premise does not imply
that the hierarchically lower subbase has to be executed before the main one.
In contrast, the hierarchical structure is only a form of expression for one
larger subbase that is evaluated in one piece. The subbase hierarchy allows
abstraction of hardware details. The reading access of a variable cannot be
distinguished syntactically from the application of a subbase. This allows the
introduction of caching techniques (eliminating subbase calls) and the replace-
ment of status arrays by methods calculating the original expected value from
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other sources. Hence, a higher interface can be deﬁned whose implementation
on the actual hardware can again be done using rule bases.
5 Compilation
The compilation process of RERAL programs simpliﬁes all rule bases. There
are several transformations, which can be done in an arbitrary sequence. The
goal is a rule base for each event, which contains a minimal set of rules. The
rules’ premises and conclusions should be ﬂat expressions (conjunctions of
simple comparisons) and lists of simple commands. Only for those functions
where a direct hardware implementation is available (e.g. supremum in a ﬁnite
ordered set), should the corresponding identiﬁer be found. One transforma-
tion aims at retrieving a minimal number of rule bases by replacing function
calls by their subbase. Another transformation unrolls loops. They exist
in premises using forall or exist quantiﬁers and in conclusions using a stan-
dard forall statement to loop over all elements of a ﬁnite set. Thirdly, all
premises are searched for run-time-independent elements that are evaluated
and the premises are shaped based on the results. Frequently the premise is
reduced to a Boolean constant so that rules with false premises are dropped.
All premise terms are collected in a table and replaced by a label to avoid
multiple run-time computations.
The detailed processing can be approximated by the following description:
• Replacement of Constants
The constant deﬁnitions are checked for interdependencies to detect illegal
ring deﬁnitions, and ordered by them to minimize the number of replace-
ments. At the end of this transformation, all constant values substitute
their symbols. This process is especially important for subsequent premise
evaluations.
• Solving Quantiﬁers
All FORALL (Symbol: ∀) quantiﬁers used in premises are solved by the
following equivalence:
M is a ﬁnite set.
p :M→ B is a predicate.
∀i ∈M : p(i) ⇐⇒
∧
i∈M
p(i)
The replacement of the EXISTS (Symbol: ∃) quantiﬁer is more diﬃcult.
The conclusion can use the variable used by ∃ so that each element of M
requires its own rule.
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M is a ﬁnite set.
p :M→ B is a predicate.
c is a parameterized conclusion.
IF ∃i ∈M : p(i)
THEN c(i)
⇐⇒ ∀i ∈M :
IF p(i) THEN c(i);
These replacements often allow the reduction of rule premises at compile
time. If p(i) includes further quantiﬁers, they are solved beginning with the
innermost one.
• Flattening Hierarchies
Here, the modular structure of RERAL programs is decomposed by inserting
subbases inline. The result is a distinctly grown rule base. Assuming rule
base A has l rules and includes k calls of subbase B, A can grow to a size of
lk − 1 rules; if the subbase calls are spread over k rules, the rule base only
grows to a size of l ∗ k − k rules.
The order of inserting subbases has a high impact on the eﬃciency. Sup-
pose that rule base A calls the subbases B and C and B also calls C, this
can be processed in the following ways:
· one inserts B into A, gets Aˆ as an intermediate result and inserts C into
Aˆ, or
· one inserts C into B and A, gets Bˆ and Aˆ, and inserts Bˆ instead of B
into Aˆ.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to ﬁnd an eﬃcient way by syntactical anal-
ysis. Semantical aspects and dependencies decide this issue.
• Reductions
Because of the increasing number of rules per rule base due to preceding
steps, reduction functions are welcome. Later on, each distinct premise term
requires a hardware resource, such as a comparator, and each rule requires
a table entry. Both are limited in the routing engine. Because ﬂattening hi-
erarchies and solving quantiﬁers can produce multiple copies of a single rule
in the same rule base, multiple occurrences are removed. In particular, un-
folded quantiﬁers allow reductions by evaluating comparisons of constants.
Consequently, and considering that the Boolean operator ∧ (and) appears
more frequently than ∨ (or), many rules can be skipped because of fully
evaluated false premises. Furthermore, arithmetic expressions are normal-
ized by sorting variables and arranging them on one side in an inequality.
These reduction steps are repeated whenever new rules are produced to
avoid an explosion of the rule base.
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6 Optimization
The expansion of rule bases and subbases produces an exponentially growing
number of rules. Reducing and controlling all these rules is rather diﬃcult
for the compiler and in certain cases impossible because of missing run-time
information considering e.g. dynamic sets. Taking into account that each
rule requires chip space, the absolute number of rules is limited. Algebraic
optimizations such as the evaluation of algebraic terms, e.g. comparisons,
or the removal of multiple copies have yet been mentioned. Another idea
is to ﬁnd structures such as inline-inserted subbases or very small functions
that are replaced by function calls whose hardware implementation is more
space-eﬃcient than that of the rule base. Candidates are functions working on
huge sets because the required space depends on the size of these sets. When
traditional methods are used to implement them, some only consume a ﬁxed
amount of space. In this case, the ﬁxed-sized function typically outperforms
the rule-based one. To deﬁne these structures, search the rule bases, and
replace the occurrences by function calls, a substitution pattern is speciﬁed
and each rule is transformed into a ﬁrst-order logic representation and searched
by a uniﬁcation algorithm.
6.1 Uniﬁcation
In general, uniﬁcation tries to identify two symbolic expressions by replacing
sub-expressions by other expressions. Assuming, for example, that f is a func-
tion symbol, a, and b are constants, and x and y are variables, the uniﬁcation
problem of the terms f(a, x) and f(y, b) is solved by the substitutions x/b and
y/a, where e.g. x/b means that the right element b substitutes the left one x.
The result of this example is {x/b, y/a}◦f(a, x) = {x/b, y/a}◦f(y, b) = f(a, b).
Here, applied to the language of ﬁrst-order logic, the uniﬁcation is a syntactic
one. Baader and Snyder [3] give introduction to syntactic uniﬁcation and also
present Robinson’s uniﬁcation algorithm. It decides whether a set of terms
is uniﬁable and, in the case of a positive decision, returns the most general
uniﬁer, i.e. a set of substitutions that constrains the functions less than all
other possible uniﬁers do. This is often applied in automatic theorem provers.
6.2 Pattern Matching
To shape the performance of rule bases, a library could provide the program-
mer with performance-optimized subbases. For each library function, a sub-
stitution pattern that describes the high-level structure and function and its
high-level substitute must be deﬁned. To track these occurrences in the high-
level program representation, a pattern and each rule of the rule base searched
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IF EXISTS A IN Set:
[(p(A))
AND (FORALL B IN Set:
[(p(B))
AND ((v(A)) <= (v(B)))])]
THEN c(A);
=⇒ IF EXISTS A IN Set: [p(A)]
THEN c(selectminimal(Set,p(),v()));
Fig. 3. Exemplary pattern speciﬁcation.
are checked by Robinson’s uniﬁcation algorithm. Figure 3 demonstrates an
exemplary pattern. Its speciﬁcation language is a mixture of ﬁrst-order terms
and RERAL syntax. The left-hand side deﬁnes the rule pattern searched in the
rule and the right-hand side is the rule pattern that substitutes the matched
rules. Identiﬁers beginning with a small letter represent functions with at
least one argument, an initial capital letter denotes variables, and keywords
are written in capital letters. The premise of the exemplary rule pattern in
Figure 3 contains a minimum function whose result is used in the conclusion
by all commands: “If there exists an element in the set that is smaller than or
equal to all others then process it.” The pattern premises resemble ﬁrst-order
terms; only comparison operators are predeﬁned functions because of their
high frequency. All other functions can be determined by general function
symbols without any semantics known by the system. The representation of
a conclusion allows two symbols: a variable and a function with arguments
deﬁned in the premise. Also a combination of the two is possible. The vari-
able can match any sequence of commands, even an empty set. Functions
must match at least one command that depends on the argument speciﬁed.
In Figure 3, the function p() is an additional constraint for all elements that
must be satisﬁed; v() is a kind of weight function. Each occurrence of a
rule containing this pattern is replaced by the rule to the left by removing
the innermost loop of the premise and introducing the library-function call
selectminimal.
An assumption to apply ﬁrst-order uniﬁcation is that the speciﬁcations
of both inputs are ﬁrst-order terms. Each rule and, by analogy, the pattern
are transformed into a kind of preﬁx notation; even the rule itself is a binary
function with two arguments: premise and conclusion. The transformation
result of the example of Figure 3 is shown in Figure 4. As the algorithm does
not match higher-order terms, functions without a determined semantics are
replaced by a variable so that the transformed pattern is more general. The
original meaning of the pattern is restored by a list of constraints that contains
a constraint for each generalization. Another example of generalization and
constraints is the multiple frequencies of the same function, in which each
occurrence of a function is replaced by its own variable. All substitutes of the
variables must be the same function (constraint). The constraints needed to
restore the semantic of a pattern are itemized below.
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(F "RULE" [
F "PREMISE" [
F "EXISTSQ" [ V "A", V "Set",
F "AND" [ V "p", F "FORALLQ" [ V "B", V "Set",
F "AND" [ V "p0",
F "LESSEQ" [V "v",V "v0"]]]]]],
F "CONCLUSION" [V "c"]],
F "RULE" [
F "PREMISE" [
F "EXISTSQ" [V "A",V "Set",V "p"]],
F "CONCLUSION" [
F "FUNCTION" [V "c",
F "FUNCTION" [V "selectminimal", V "Set",
F "FUNCTION" [ V "p0" ], F "FUNCTION" [V "v"]]]]]
)
Fig. 4. Transformed exemplary pattern.
SET [ F PARAM EQUAL 1 [V "c"],
F ALL ELEM [V "A"] (V "p"),
F ALL ELEM [V "B"] (V "p0"),
F EQUAL (V "p") (V "p0"),
F ALL ELEM [V "A"] (V "v"),
F ALL ELEM [V "B"] (V "v0"),
F EQUAL (V "v") (V "v0"),
C ALL ELEM [V "A"] [V "c"]],
[TP (V "A",
F "FUNCTION"
[ V "selectminimal",
V "Set",
F "FUNCTION" [V "p0"],
F "FUNCTION" [V "v"]])]
Fig. 5. Constraints (left) and transpositions (right) of the exemplary pattern.
• F_PARAM_EQUAL Int [Function]
All functions of the list must have the same number of arguments. This
constraint is used to ensure equal length of sequences assigned to variables.
• F_ALL_ELEM [Function] Function
All elements of the list must be an argument of the function.
• F_EQUAL Function Function
In addition to their arguments both functions must be equal.
• C_ALL_ELEM [Function] [Function] / C_ANY_ELEM [Function][Function]
All variables of the ﬁrst list must be bound by all elements/at least one el-
ement of the second list.
Figure 5 shows the list of constraints for the pattern of Figure 3 and its
transformation, shown in Figure 4. The transpositions are derived from the
target rule and are necessary to build the target rule. They must be applied
to the pattern before the most general uniﬁer is employed.
By processing the second rule of NARA, see Figure 2, using the pattern
of Figure 3, the algorithm succeeds in computing the most general uniﬁer,
see Figure 6. This is attached to the transpositions gained by transformation
and then all substitutions are executed. The ﬁnal result, a rule including a
library-function call because of a matched pattern, is shown in Figure 7.
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[
TP (V "A",V "i"),
TP (V "Set", F "FUNCTION" [ V "minimal",
F "SYMB" [ V "dx" ],
F "SYMB" [ V "dy" ] ]),
TP (V "p", F "EQUAL" [ F "FUNCTION" [ V "out chan",
F "SYMB" [ V "i" ],
F "SYMB" [ V "vc" ] ],
F "SYMB" [ V "free" ] ]),
TP (V "B", V "j"),
TP (V "p0", F "EQUAL" [ F "FUNCTION" [ V "out chan",
F "SYMB" [ V "j" ],
F "SYMB" [ V "vc" ] ],
F "SYMB" [ V "free" ] ]),
TP (V "v", F "FUNCTION" [ V "mean queue",
F "SYMB" [ V "vc" ],
F "SYMB" [ V "i" ] ]),
TP (V "v0", F "FUNCTION" [ V "mean queue",
F "SYMB" [ V "vc" ],
F "SYMB" [ V "j" ] ])
]
Fig. 6. Most general uniﬁer of the exemplary pattern applied to the second rule of NARA.
IF EXISTS i IN minimal(dx, dy): out chan(i, vc) == free
THEN !send(vc, vc, indir,
selectminimal(minimal(dx, dy), equal(), mean queue())),
out queue(vc, selectminimal( minimal(dx, dy),
equal(),
mean queue()))
← message length(vc, indir);
Fig. 7. Result of substitution for the exemplary pattern applied to the second rule of NARA.
7 Results
The compilation process and the generated implementation of the rule-based
hardware speciﬁcation are usually greedy for resources. Hence, especially
memory size on processing-system side, and available logic gates and timing
constraints on target-system side limit number and complexity of processable
rules. The usage of functions that conserve utilization of resources provides
room to implement more rules. Therefore, the number of rule bases that can
be performed by the routing engine increases.
The application of the pattern of Figure 3, which selects the minimum of
a set deploying a constraint and weight function, to NARA, see Section 3,
delivers some numbers that support the beneﬁt of our approach. Our goal
was the decrease in the number of rules and the shortening of the premise
to shrink the tables of the routing engine. Each comparison of a premise
requires an arithmetic circuit and contributes to the address length for the
table access. The expansion of the second rule of NARA delivers 117 rules with
7 comparisons per premise. Making use of the uniﬁcation-based optimization,
only 13 rules with 3 comparisons per premise remain. Here, a reduction to
a tenth of the normal number of rules and halve the number of comparisons
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per premise is achieved. Unfortunately, the uniﬁcation-based optimization
has a high mismatch ratio because of the commutativity of several functions.
Because exchanged operands of a binary, commutative operation for example
can lead to mismatches, the operands were sorted by length to decrease the
number of mismatches.
The compiler presented breaks a hierarchically described algorithm down
into few tables, one table per event-triggered rule base. The table of the
example rule base of NARA requires about 1 kByte.
Moreover, the prototype of the rule-evaluation engine, implemented on
XILINX 4000 FPGAs, achieves a clock frequency of 50 MHz. Assuming that
a standard-cell ASIC implementation in current technology would run at about
500 MHz a custom implementation could achieve clock frequencies of state-
of-the-art microprocessors. The system reaction on a single event has a very
low latency (60ns) because the prototype only consumes three clock cycles per
decision. Applied to routing, this value would even satisfy the requirements
of a network for state-of-the-art blade servers, or high-end clusters.
8 Conclusion
Heterogeneous conﬁgurable hardware units are comparatively new, and there-
fore compiler construction in this area poses new challenges. The experimental
compiler presented here combines many diﬀerent techniques and proves that a
high-level abstract language can be used to achieve a very high performance.
Combined with the fast reaction to external events and the compiler-enabled
high abstraction level, an execution model for problems with extremely high
real-time requirements and limited hardware resources is available.
It is remarkable that this transformation system breaks a hierarchically
described routing algorithm like NARA down into few tables of a small size.
In addition, the reduction in size and number of rules relieves the processing
system and provides new headroom for larger and more complex rule bases.
Besides, if the same methods are applied to a new area, the crucial functions
for the application domain have to be identiﬁed ﬁrst by analyzing the target
set of algorithms. This allows the direct mapping of complex subproblems to
conﬁgurable hardware units. The expected types of redundancy can also be
identiﬁed, which allows the selection of appropriate address-generation meth-
ods.
Since the uniﬁcation-based optimization technique used is not as successful
as it should be, further improvements are desirable. As semantical uniﬁcation
has a high complexity and computational eﬀort other sorting functions such
as any sort of weight function evaluating and combining diﬀerent pattern
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qualities should be tested.
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